
Creating a CSS driven menu system – Part 1

How many times do we see in forum pages the cry; “I’ve tried using Suckerfish…”, “I’ve
started with Suckerfish and made some minor changes but can’t get it to work”.

My advice is to forget Suckerfish or any other ‘out-of-the-box’ menu or menu generating
software. Sooner or later it will not perform as you expected and you won’t know why.

Start by understanding the building blocks of creating css driven menus. Then you can
put your own vertical or horizontal menu templates together and you will understand
how they work. If and when the need arises, you will have a good idea where to start
‘tweaking’. I shall assume nothing and take this tutorial from basics, so forgive me if
you understand some of this already.

The basic building block of a css menu system is the unordered list as shown in this
example:

<ul>
<li>item 1</li>
<li>item 2</li>
<li>…</li>

</ul>

Sub-menus are implemented as lists within a list item as shown below:

<ul>
<li>item 1</li>
<li>item 2</li>
<li>

<ul>
<li>sub item 1</li>
<li>sub item 2</li>
<li>…</li>

</ul>
</li>
<li>…</li>

</ul>

This structure is the same whether you are ultimately implementing a vertical or a
horizontal menu system.

This system obviously degrades gracefully because it has natural structure and in the
absence of any css, the two menu structures above appear as shown below:.



Taking care of basics

There are three ways to identify a block of styling code. By html element type such as
body, div, p, etc. By setting up a class using dot notation, ie, .myclass. And by id
using the # symbol, ie, #myid1, #myid2.

As you will see as we start coding, you can string these together so as to be more
specific about areas the code will affect.

Our menu structure will be contained within a <div> element as this gives an overall
enclosing element that we can do various things with such as position and size as
required.

I also recommend that you have your styling code in a file separate from your html.

If you are new to this idea, a stylesheet file has the file type .css. There are a number
of ways you can call this file from with your html file but I usually stick with:

<link rel="StyleSheet" type="text/css" href="mystyle.css" />

Before we start styling the menu the way we want, we need to take away some things
we don’t want. We don’t want the browsers default list image and we don’t want
indentation that can be caused by margins or padding depending on the browser.

Thus are first styling code is as follows:

div#navigation {
/* Coding as required */

}

div#navigation ul {
list-style: none;
list-image: none;
margin: 0;
padding: 0;

}

Applying this to the above list structures, the

From this point on, so as to hopefully help cla
be shown black. Unchanged code will be gre
structure with the sub-menu.
Using div#navigation in our styling code
rather than just #navigation avoids a bug in
IE which stops sub-menus from dynamically
displaying if not used.

list-style: none; gets rid of the discs, circles
or whatever your browser’s defaults are. This
should also get rid of any user defined list
images you may have used elsewhere, but
guess what, not in IE. Hence the addition of
y display as:

rity, only new or altered styling code will
y. Also we will only use the html list

list-image: none; just to be on the safe side.

Note that items are no longer indented
including the sub-menu items.



Absolute relatives

The use of absolute and relative positioning of elements with css is something that a lot
of people get confused over. Which to use when and there are some who would say
never. But my view is that that is an extreme view. Everything has its place when used
properly and in moderation.

As far as our menu system is concerned, they have a very real purpose because we need
to make use of the way absolute and relative positioned elements react together.

If you have an enclosing element such as a <div> element, which has relative
positioning, then anything contained within it, which has absolute positioning, is
positioned with respect to its parent, relatively positioned, element. Similarly, a
relatively positioned element acts as an anchor point for any absolutely positioned child
elements.

You can specify an element as position: relative without specifying offsets. It just sets
up the structure.

So applying these principles to our menu structure we have the following situation.

<div id=’navigation’> position: relative;
<ul> position: absolute;

<li>…</li> position: relative;
<li>…</li>
<li>

<ul> position: absolute;
<li>…</li> position: relative;
<li>…</li>

</ul>
</li>

</ul>
</div>

Note that each time the items in the structure move in a level, the positioning type
changes. You can of course keep this going to whatever level you need.

And then they were gone

Now, of course, we don’t want our sub-menus to show until such time as we roll over
their parent menu item. If you are familiar with hiding things with css, you might think
you have a choice here between visibility: hidden and display: none but you don’t.

With visibility: hidden when the browser is working out how to display the page, it
leaves space on the page for the invisible item. With display: none no space is created
and the page is displayed as if nothing were there. This is the effect we require for our
sub-menus. However, there is a further problem. If we use this technique, then the
sub-menus remain hidden in assistive technology browsers such as Jaws. The answer
then is to move them so far out of the field of view that they are effectively hidden.



Implementing this knowledge in our css coding gives us the following:

div#navigation {
/* Coding as required for page location*/
position: relative;

}

div#navigation ul {
list-style: none;
list-image: none;
margin: 0;
padding: 0;
position: absolute;

}

div#navigation li {
position: relative;

}

div#navigation ul ul {
position: absolute;
left: -9999px;

}

And when applied to our menu structure;

<div id='navigation'>
<ul>

<li>item 1</li>
<li>item 2</li>
<li>submenu

<ul>
<li>sub item 1</li>
<li>sub item 2</li>
<li>sub item 3</li>

</ul>
</li>
<li>item 3</li>

</ul>
</div>

it now displays like this:

What this coding means is; any <ul>
element whose parent is a <div>
element whose id is navigation.

Similarly, this code means any <ul>
element that resides within a <ul>
element, which resides within a <div>
element that has the id of navigation.



Class distinction and id required

Before we go any further, lets put some class and id attributes in place in our structure
as we are going to need them as we progress. The attributes can be seen in the
structure below:

<div id='navigation'>
<ul class=’level1’>

<li>item 1</li>
<li>item 2</li>
<li class=’submenu’ >submenu

<ul class=’level2’ id=’sub1’>
<li>sub item 1</li>
<li>sub item 2</li>
<li>sub item 3</li>

</ul>
</li>
<li>item 3</li>

</ul>
</div>

Our working menu system is not exactly complex but you get the idea.

IE, IE it’s going to work, it will

We might as well deal with something that IE doesn’t implement properly (well there’s a
surprise) at this stage, as it’s relevant to the proper working of our menu system.

According to the CSS Specification the psuedo-class :hover can be applied to any
element but IE only applies it to the <a> element. We are going to fix this by using
some code that only IE understands to call in a special file of code that makes IE apply
the pseudo-class as intended.

This file is called csshover.htc and you can get the latest version of this file and some
useful info by going to:

http://www.xs4all.nl/~peterned/csshover.html

We call this file using the following code:

body {
behavior: url(csshover.htc);

}

Now if you include this in your main stylesheet it will not validate. So in case this is
important to you, and it should be, save this code in a separate file. I call mine:

ieonly.css

And then call this file from within your xhtml pages using the following lines of code:

<!--[if lte IE 6]>
<link rel="StyleSheet" type="text/css" href="ieonly.css" />

<![endif]-->

Note that the name given to a class
attribute can appear any number of
times within a page but the name
given to an id attribute must only
appear once.

This is useful as it allows us to set
styling code that is common across a
group of elements and also element by
element specific styling code.

http://www.xs4all.nl/~peterned/csshover.html


Note that this ‘conditional code’, as it is known, is inside comment tags. It is only
understood by IE and ignored by other browsers. The code to deal with IE’s other little
css quirks should also be placed in this file rather than using the many ‘hacks’ available.

This is the preferred and Microsoft recommended approach and will save you headaches
when IE7 hits the tracks.

Rollover and all will be revealed

Add this new block of style code to your stylesheet:

div#navigation li.submenu:hover ul.level2{
display: block;
width: 150px;
left: 55px;
top: 0px;

}

and apply it to our structure from above

<div id='navigation'>
<ul class=’level1’>

<li>item 1</li>
<li>item 2</li>
<li class=’submenu’ >submenu

<ul class=’level2’ id=’sub1’>
<li>sub item 1</li>
<li>sub item 2</li>
<li>sub item 3</li>

</ul>
</li>
<li>item 3</li>

</ul>
</div>

You still get this:

but when you roll the cursor over ‘submenu’ you get

Voila! Your first dynamic menu system. Notice also
at least in IE anyway - we’ll take care of this need lat
sub-menu remains visible. Only when you move off t
You should be getting the hang
of this now. This block of code
will effect any <ul> element that
belongs to the level2 class that
has a parent <li> element that
belongs to the submenu class
with the cursor currently
hovering over it, and that resides
within a <div> element that has
this:

that if you move the cursor (swiftly
er) onto the sub-menu items the
he sub-menu does if disappear.

the id of navigation.



Fundamentally, that’s it. Irrespective of whether you are constructing a vertical or a
horizontal menu, the coding above is what produces a pure css driven dynamic menu
system.

Everything else is a about appearance and position, which may include one or two
browser specific tweaks.



Creating a CSS driven menu system – Part 2

Appearance and position in life are everything – so they say!

Lets start by adding in some <a> elements to provide our hyperlinks and some real
world menu items.

<div id='navigation'>
<ul class=’level1’>

<li><a href=’home.html’>Home</a></li>
<li><a href=’about.html’>About us</a></li>
<li class=’submenu’ >Services

<ul class=’level2’ id=’sub1’>
<li><a href=’design.html’>Web site design</a></li>
<li><a href=’hosting.html’>Web site hosting</a></li>
<li><a href=’search.html’>Search engine submission</a></li>

</ul>
</li>
<li><a href=’contact.html’>Contact us</a></li>

</ul>
</div>

Display this version in your browser and you will see that as well as looking a bit on the
dull side there is some overlap of text. Lets start fixing these problems.

div#navigation {
/* Coding as required for page location*/
position: relative;
font-size: 12px;
font-family: Verdana, Arial, sans-serif;

}

div#navigation ul {
list-style: none;
list-image: none;
margin: 0;
padding: 0;
position: absolute;
border: 1px solid #000;
border-bottom: none;
background-color: #C8C8C8;
width: 80px;

}

div#navigation ul.level1 li {
position: relative;
border-bottom: 1px solid #000;

}

div#navigation li.submenu:hover ul.leve
display: block;
left: 79px;
top: 0px;

}

Good time to add some font styling.
Add a border to the menu blocks but not to
the bottom.
Set the width to accommodate the longest

menu item.
l2{

Set the bottom border for each menu item.

Set the left offset for where the sub-menu
appears.



div#navigation ul#sub1 {
width: 170px;

}

div#navigation li a {
display: block;
padding: 3px 0 3px 3px;
text-decoration: none;

}

div#navigation ul.level1 a {
width: 77px;

}

div#navigation ul#sub1 a {
width: 167px;

}

div#navigation li a:hover {
color: #FFF;
background-color: #00F;

}

Apply this to our menu structure and the first le

Role the cursor over one of the hyperlinks and y

When we move the cursor over the ‘Services’ m

If you look back in the styling code to the left of
see that its 1px short of the width of the first le
inside its parent and avoids the need to rush th
other.
vel of the menu now displays like this:

ou get this:

enu item we get:

fset we set for the sub-menu, you will
vel menu. This keeps the sub-menu just
e cursor movement going from one to the

Set the width of the sub-menu 1.

By default an <a> element is an inline
element which means it only takes up as
much space as it needs. By making it a
block element, it will occupy all the space
available to it. The padding gives us some
space around the text, all except the right
side.

These two set the width of our <a>
elements to the width of their respective
menu blocks minus 3px for the left-hand
padding.

Notice how the full width of the menu item
is active when you move the cursor over it
and not just the text of the menu item.



Where’s my menu gone?

There’s a common problem that catches people out with menus and it’s to do with the
way the browser give default z-index to the block elements as they resolve the page. If
you haven’t come across this term before, z-index reflects the front to back position of
an element (in other words, layers) in the same way that x and y reflect the left to right
and top to bottom position. What follows is deliberately contrived to make a point.

Add this piece of code below the menu structure,

<div id='spoiler'>

</div>

and this style coding to the bottom of the coding block,

div#spoiler {
position: absolute;
top: 0;
left: 88px;
width: 200px;
height: 150px;
background-color: #F00;

}

display your page and you see this:

Move the cursor over the ‘Services’ menu item and – no sub-menu. In fact it has
displayed but its behind the red block. Revisit the styling code for the navigation <div>
element and give it a z-index greater than 0.

div#navigation {
/* Coding as required for page location. */
position: relative;
z-index: 1;
font-size: 12px;
font-family: Verdana, Arial, sans-serif;

}

Now try it!

The ‘Services’ menu item is looking a bit forgotten. I leave it as an exercise for you to
style. Hint – its <li> element belongs to the class of ‘submenu’. You might try
something that marks it out as having a sub-menu rather than it being just another
menu item.



Creating a CSS driven menu system – Part 3

Going horizontal

If you have the need for a horizontal menu rather than a vertical one, there is not that
much you need to do different. The basic principles still apply.

The actual menu structure remains completely unchanged. Its all in the css coding.

Before we start, get rid of the spoiler <div> and its styling code. It’s served its purpose.

First we need to add code to the level 1 <ul> so that it is wide and narrow, thus
constraining the <li> elements. And we need to float the <li> elements so that they
follow each other in a line instead of stacking up on top of each other.

div#navigation ul {
list-style: none;
list-image: none;
margin: 0;
padding: 0;
position: absolute;
border: 1px solid #000;
background-color: #C8C8C8;

}

div#navigation ul.level1 {
width: 500px;
height: 25px;

}

div#navigation ul.level1 li {
position: relative;
border-right: 1px solid #000;
float: left;

}

We also have to make some tweaks to the sub-
of the sub-menu so that it appears correctly rel

div#navigation ul ul {
position: absolute;
left: -9999px;
border-bottom: none;

}

div#navigation ul.level2 li {
border-bottom: 1px solid #000;

}

div#navigation li.submenu:hover ul.leve
display: block;
left: 0px;
top: 19px;

}

Note that we have removed the border-
bottom: none; instruction.
Here border-bottom has become border-
menu which includes changing the offsets
ative to its parents new position.

l2{

right.



This all results in a display like this:

Note that the ‘Services’ menu item still needs some styling work and you will find you
can’t reach the sub-menu to keep it displayed. This is because the height of the
‘Services’ <li> is not the full height.

But you can fix this – can’t you?

You now know all the basics of producing a pure css driven dynamic menu, either
vertical or horizontal. How you style it, size it, place it in the position you want on the
page are up to you.

You can also extend the process to have sub-menus of sub-menus.


